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Considering the Ohmic losses of graphene in the calculations and by obtaining exact dispersion
relations of the modes, we theoretically study propagation and localization characteristics of Tamm
surface plasmons supported by terminated graphene metamaterials. The metamaterials are
composed of alternating layers of graphene and dielectric with subwavelength periods. We also
examine the Tamm modes within the framework of long-wavelength approximation. It is shown
that, in case the Ohmic losses of the graphene layers are taken into account, surface plasmons are
not supported in a long-wavelength region, in which the graphene-dielectric multilayer structure
behaves as a hyperbolic metamaterial. We prove that, when the metamaterial is truncated with air,
by choosing sufficiently thick but still subwavelength dielectric layers, i.e., d ¼ 300 nm, these
surface waves will have a moderate propagation (localization) length that is comparable with those
of a single layer of graphene. On the other hand, in case a miniaturized graphene metamaterial
(10 < d(nm) < 100) is truncated by a thick cap layer (dcap ¼ 5d) with ecap > edielectric, it is possible
to considerably improve the propagation and localization characteristics of the Tamm modes
supported by the system within the 5.5–50 THz range of frequency, as compared to a single layer
of graphene. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973900]

I. INTRODUCTION

In analogy to the electronic Tamm states supported at
the surface of semi-infinite superlattices,1 some optical
systems are also capable of supporting electromagnetic
version of these modes, which are called Bloch2 or
Tamm3–8 surface waves. They have attracted widespread
attention in recent years due to their applications in guiding, sensing,5,6 and lasers.8 Similar to surface plasmons
(SPs) guided at conductor-dielectric interfaces for transverse magnetic polarization (TM),9 Tamm surface modes
propagate at an interface between nonhomogeneous and
homogeneous/nonhomogeneous media, evanescently confined in the perpendicular direction for TM polarization
and/or transverse electric (TE) polarization.10 As a couple
of examples, an interface separating a photonic crystal
(PC) and homogeneous medium,2,5–8,10–12 an interface
between two PCs8,9,13 and an interface between a semiinfinite PC and left-handed metamaterials14 can support
these modes. In addition to the mentioned systems, metaldielectric multilayer structures can also support Tamm
surface waves.15,16 Since the dispersion of these modes
resembles that of SPs of a metal-dielectric interface, they
can be called Tamm surface plasmons (Tamm SPs). It is
noteworthy that in case the thickness of the layers in
metal-dielectric structures is subwavelength, they can be
effectively considered as a uniaxially anisotropic hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) with the hyperbolic form of
dispersion relation.17 HMMs promise a variety of potential
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applications such as engineering of spontaneous emission,
broadband Purcell effect, subwavelength imaging, negative
refraction, and waveguides.18,19
After the rise of graphene,20 considerable scientific
attention has been paid to this material due to its incredible
potential applications in optoelectronics21 and plasmonics.22
The surface conductivity of graphene (rg), which is a function of frequency (f), temperature (T), and electron relaxation time (s), can also be effectively modulated via tuning
of chemical potential (l) through chemical doping or electrostatic/magnetostatic gating.20 For Im(rg) > 0, graphene
behaves like a very thin metal layer capable of supporting
transverse magnetic (TM) surface plasmons (SPs).23
Tunability of its plasmon resonance through the variation of
l together with a relatively large propagation length (PL)
and a small localization scale of SPs in the infrared (IR) and
terahertz (THz) ranges are the key advantages of graphene
SPs over those supported by noble metals like silver and
gold.23 Therefore, inspired by the metal-dielectric HMMs,
graphene-dielectric hyperbolic metamaterials have been theoretically predicted in THz and far-infrared (IR) frequency
regions24–26 and experimentally proved at mid-IR.27 It has
been suggested that these systems can also be used for the
enhancement of spontaneous emission,25,26 waveguides,28,29
tunable broadband hyperlense,30 negative refraction,31 and
perfect absorption.32 Within the framework of nonlocal
effective medium theory (EMT),25 it has been reported that
graphene-dielectric metamaterials (GMMs) can support
additional waves known as polariton modes.33 Moreover, it
has been demonstrated that graphene metamaterials are
capable of supporting different types of modes such as
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Tamm SPs,34 surface Bloch waves,35 long-range SPs,28
short-range SPs and bulk polaritons, called as high-k propagating modes.36 It is noteworthy that in case the thickness of
the dielectric layers is not subwavelength, multilayer
graphene-dielectric systems may also support the mentioned
modes.37,38
In this paper, considering the Ohmic losses of graphene
layers, we examine the propagation and localization characteristics of the Tamm SPs supported by realistic graphenedielectric metamaterials. Moreover, we suggest optimal
designs of these systems, which are capable of supporting
long-range Tamm SPs within 5.5–50 THz. To the best of our
knowledge, the results presented here have not been reported
elsewhere.
II. MATH AND EQUATIONS

As schematically shown in Fig. 1(a), the graphene metamaterial is composed of a periodic arrangement of graphene
layers with surface conductivity rg and period d, embedded
in a background with the dielectric constant e. This system
can also be capped with a medium of thickness dc and dielectric constant ec (see Fig. 1(b)). Letting the wave vector lie in
the xz plane, it is well known that the TM-polarized dispersion relation of this system can be given by21,22,34,35
aq
sinhðqd Þ:
2e

Here, KB is the Bloch wave number, q ¼

(1)
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2  eb20 ;

b ¼ kx ; b0 ¼ x=c; a ¼ rg =ix0 , and we use Falkovski’s formalism to include both inter- and intra-band contributions in
rg.21 First, we obtain exact dispersion relation of Tamm SPs
in the absence of the cap layer. For a graphene metamaterial
truncated at z ¼ 0 with a semi-infinite homogeneous medium
of es, Hy may be considered as


A½sinhðqzÞ þ ccoshðqzÞ z  0
;
(2)
Hy ðzÞ ¼
z<0
B expðqs zÞ;
where qs ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2  es b20 . By applying the following standard

boundary conditions for TM polarization21,34,37

(3a)

es dEx 
e dEx 

¼ aEx jz¼0


q2s dz z¼0 q2 dz z¼0þ

(3b)

and

on Eq. (2), we arrive at the below dispersion relation for
the Tamm SPs, which is in agreement with that reported by
Ref. 31
es ec
 ¼ a:
qs q

(4)

Here, c can be obtained by applying the boundary conditions
together with the Bloch periodic ones on the first period of
the metamaterial as
c¼

A. Exact dispersion relations of Tamm surface
plasmons

cosðKB d Þ ¼ coshðqd Þ 

Ex jz¼0þ ¼ Ex jz¼0 ;

eiKB d  coshðqd Þ
:
sinhðqd Þ

(5)

It is noteworthy that this method of obtaining c has been
called the direct-matching procedure39 and can be applied in
any periodic layered system.40 In case the graphene metamaterial is truncated with a cap layer of width dc and dielectric
constant of ec (see Fig. 1(b)), the exact dispersion relation of
the Tamm SPs can be derived as
g þ gs
tanhðqc dc Þ ¼
;
(6)
1 þ ggs
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where qc ¼ b2  ec b20 ; g ¼ qc ðec=q þ aÞ=ec and gs ¼ qc es =
q s ec .
B. Long-wavelength approximation of Tamm surface
plasmons

As reported previously,24 in the long-wavelength limit,
qd  1, Eq. (1) can be reduced to a hyperbolic dispersion
relation, KB2 =ex þ b2 =ez ¼ b20 where, in the local EMT formalism, ez and ex can be presented as e and ez  a/d, respectively. Consequently, the dielectric response of the multilayer
graphene metamaterial can be effectively described as that of
a uniaxially anisotropic medium with a dielectric tensor of
2
3
ex 0 0
eef f ¼ 4 0 ey 0 5;
(7)
0 0 ez

FIG. 1. Panels (a) and (b) show the
schematics of the graphene metamaterial without and with the presence of a
cap layer, respectively. The dielectric
layers separating graphene sheets in the
metamaterial have a subwavelength
thickness of d with the dielectric constant of e. The dielectric constant and
thickness of the cap layer are ec and dc.
Both structures are truncated with semiinfinite homogeneous medium (z < 0) of
es at z ¼ 0. The red curve in panel (a)
illustrates the jEx j profile of a typical
Tamm surface plasmon supported by
the graphene-dielectric metamaterial.
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where ex ¼ ey. In this approximation, c can be re-written as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aq
ex
:
(8)
þ
c¼
ez
2ez
And, therefore, the dispersion relation of the Tamm SPs presented in Eqs. (4) and (6) reduces to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(9a)
b ¼ 2ðes  ex ez Þ=a
and

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b ¼ B0 6 D=2A0 ;

(9b)

0
respectively, where A0 ¼ es dc a=2ec ; Bp
¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a=2  ec dc þ es dc
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
ex ez =ec ; C ¼ ex ez  es , and D ¼ B0 2  4A0 C0 . It is
noteworthy that at qd  1 condition, for which the effectivemedium approximation is valid, neither the phase nor the
amplitude of a propagating wave does vary significantly
across the thickness of any layer in the metamaterial. This
condition is also called as a “subwavelength condition” for
HMMs.41 It should be noticed that in conventional media the
subwavelength condition can simply be d/k  1 due to
the elliptical dispersion relation, which restricts the range of
possible b. While in the hyperbolic metamaterials, the
“subwavelength condition” breaks down for some large b no
matter how thin the layers are.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we investigate Tamm SPs supported by
the graphene metamaterials presented in Fig. 1. In order to
obtain a concise insight into the effect of the Ohmic losses of
graphene sheets on the modes characteristics, we first consider the lossless case. Then, we revise the results by including the losses in the calculations. It should be noted that we

choose the following material parameters in the calculations
of the optical conductivity of graphene: s ¼ 1.35  1013 s,
T ¼ 300, and l ¼ 0.2 eV. Moreover, the dielectric constant of
the dielectric layers (e) in the GMMs and that of the cap
layer (es) are taken as 4 (Refs. 25 and 40) and 10,34
respectively.
A. Lossless case

In case we neglect the losses, the plot of Eq. (1) leads to
the band structure of the metamaterial that can be divided
into allowed and forbidden regions. For the allowed regions
(turquoise regions in Fig. 2), KB is real, hence the modes
placed in this region can propagate inside the metamaterial.
While, for the forbidden bands or bandgaps (white regions in
Fig. 2), the Bloch wavenumber becomes imaginary and, consequently, the modes supported in this region are evanescent
with strong localization. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) are plotted for different periods; i.e., for d ¼ 10 nm, d ¼ 50 nm,
d ¼ 100 nm, and d ¼ 300 nm, respectively. In these panels,
black dashed lines show the dispersion of a single layer of
graphene (SLG) that is bounded with air and dielectric material with e ¼ 4. As shown in panel (a), when the spacing
between adjacent graphene layers is 10 nm, the allowed
modes appear in a wide range of frequency for the specific
values of the parallel wavevector b. When the period of the
metamaterial is taken in such a way that the surface plasmon
modes supported at each layer are decoupled, the allowed
band shrinks to the dashed-dotted curve in panel (a), which
corresponds to the dispersion of a SLG bounded with the
dielectric material. Using Eqs. (4) and (6), the exact dispersion curves of Tamm SPs supported by the GMM without
and with the presence of the cap layer are plotted in dashed-

FIG. 2. Turquoise and white regions in
these panels show the allowed and forbidden bands in the band structure of
the graphene metamaterials with
d ¼ 10 nm (panel (a)), d ¼ 50 nm (panel
(b)), d ¼ 100 nm (panel (c)), and
d ¼ 300 nm (panel (d)). The black
dashed curves show the dispersion of
SPs supported by a single layer of graphene bounded by air and a dielectric
of e ¼ 4. Besides, the solid and dashed
colored curves in these panels represent the Tamm surface plasmons of the
GMMs with and without the cap layer,
respectively. In panel (a), the black
dashed-dotted curve shows the dispersion of SPs of a single layer of graphene, which is symmetrically
bounded by the dielectric material of
e ¼ 4.
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and solid-blue curves in panel (a), respectively. For these
modes Re(KB) ¼ 0 and, therefore, they can also be called
pure surface plasmons37 when Im(KB) > 0. It is important to
point out the effect of the dielectric constant of the cap layer
on the modes; when ec < e, the modes with Im(KB) > 0 and
similar trend of the air-truncated Tamm SPs can be supported by the system for large values of bd (bd > 0.5). While
as shown by solid curves in panel (a) and the other panels,
for ec >¼ e, modes with very small values of the wavenumber (bd  1) appear in the bandgap. Moreover, our calculations show that when we use a doped semiconductor as the
cap layer of the metamaterial,34 for jeC j >¼ e, pure Tamm
SPs with bd  1 can also be supported by the GMM. As it is
seen from panels (b), (c), and (d), by increasing the period of
the GMM to 300 nm: (i) the air-truncated modes supported
by the system shifted to lower frequencies. (ii) The Tamm
SPs in the presence of the cap layer appear in wider ranges
of frequency. (iii) The allowed bands shrink to the narrower
regions. More importantly, the above-mentioned physical
interpretations we presented for panels (a) are also valid for
these panels.
As mentioned above, in case the graphene metamaterial
is capped with a dielectric material with jeC j >¼ e, Tamm
SPs within bd  1 region can be supported by the system. In
this case, long-wavelength approximation (qd  1) may be
applied on the exact solutions and we can use Eq. (9b) to
investigate the Tamm modes. It has to be pointed out that
since the air-truncated graphene metamaterial cannot support
Tamm SPs within bd  1 region, Eq. (9a) is not applicable
in this case. Since the graphene metamaterial is capable of
having a hyperbolic optical response, it would be constructive to determine the frequency region for which this system
acts as a hyperbolic metamaterial. Panel (a) of Fig. 3, in a
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local effective medium approximation, shows frequency
dependency of the “x” component of the effective permittivity of the GMM. As it is seen from this figure, the graphenedielectric system with a subwavelength period may act as a
hyperbolic metamaterial as far as qd  1 and we operate at
frequencies below 37.7 THz (for d ¼ 10 nm) and 18.2 THz
(for d ¼ 50 nm). Notice that since ez ¼ 4, while operating
below these frequencies, the GMM can act as a hyperbolic
metamaterial of type II. In support of this point, panel (b) of
Fig. 3 illustrates the hyperbolic dispersions of the GMMs at
f ¼ 10 THz for two different subwavelength periods. Now,
we are in a position to compare the approximate answers of
Eq. (9b) to the exact ones of Eq. (6). Fig. 3(c) represents the
exact dispersion of Tamm SPs (solid curve) together with
the approximate ones (dotted and dashed curves) for
d ¼ 10 nm. This figure very clearly illustrates that, first, for
bd < 0.1 there is a fair agreement between the exact and
approximate answers. And, second, the Tamm SPs are not
supported in the frequency region in which the GMM acts as
a hyperbolic metamaterial. The same results can be concluded from Fig. 3(d), but the only additional point should
be noticed is the considerable difference between the nonretarded answers and the exact ones for d ¼ 50 nm. In another
word, for large periods (d > 10 nm), applying a longwavelength limit together with the nonretarded approximation may not be a good tool to examine Tamm SPs in the
loss-less case.
B. Lossy case

So far, we have completely neglected the effect of the
Ohmic losses, coming from Re(rg), in our analysis. In the
case Re(rg) is included in the calculations, the parallel

FIG. 3. Panel (a) shows dispersion of
the “x” component of the effective permittivity of graphene metamaterial for
d ¼ 10 nm (solid curve) and d ¼ 50 nm
(dotted curve), where ez ¼ e ¼ 4. Panel
(b) represents the hyperbolic dispersion of the GMMs at 10 THz.
Dispersion of Tamm SPs of the GMM
with d ¼ 10 nm in the presence of a cap
layer with eC ¼ 4 and dC ¼ 5d is represented in panel (c) with solid (exact
answers), dotted (long-wavelength
approximation), and dashed (longwavelength approximation together
with nonretarded one) curves. Panel
(d) is similar to panel (c), but for
d ¼ 50 nm.
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component of the wavenumber takes complex values, i.e.,
b ¼ b0 þ ib00 , and consequently the Bloch wavenumber
would be complex within the whole x – b region. In this situation, applying j cosðKB dÞj < 1 condition on Eq. (1) and
classifying the band diagram to the allowed and forbidden
regions is not acceptable. Therefore, instead of illustrating
x  b0 dispersions (excluding Fig. 6(a)), we investigate
characteristics of Tamm SPs by calculating the normalized
propagation length (PL/kSP) and localization length (LL) of
the modes, where PL ¼ 1=2b00 ; kSP ¼ 2p=b0 and LL ¼ 1=
jReðqÞj. Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 4 show the normalized PL
and LL of Tamm SPs of the air-truncated GMM for different
periods. The propagation and localization lengths of the SPs
supported by a single layer of graphene are also represented
in these figures by black-dashed curves. Besides, in the
numerical solutions of the dispersion relations, continuous
changes in x and b are considered. Notice that there is an
agreement between the frequency regions of the supported
Tamm SPs in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) with those shown in Fig. 2.
We also examined x  b0 dispersions for these modes (the
corresponding plot is not presented here); similar to the
mode dispersions illustrated in Fig. 6(a), the Tamm SPs are
not supported in the b0 d  1 region for the air-truncated
GMMs investigated in Fig. 4. As it is seen from panels (a)
and (b) of Fig. 4, PL values of the Tamm SPs for d ¼ 10 nm
are considerably smaller than those of the SLG, and their
localization is not as good as the SPs supported by SLG for a
wide range of frequency. This means that when real losses
are included, an air-truncated GMM (es < e) supports Tamm
SPs that are not as efficient as SPs of a single layer of graphene. By efficient SPs we mean modes with large PL and
small LL. From these panels, it can be observed that by
increasing the period of the metamaterial from 10 nm to
100 nm, the frequency range in which Tamm SPs are supported can be extended. Moreover, the propagation and
localization characteristics of these modes can also be
improved. Further investigations show that, as far as supporting Tamm SPs with a large PL and small LL is concerned, an
air-truncated GMM can be as effective as a single layer of
graphene, when d ¼ 300 nm. It should be noticed that in case
we take the thickness of the dielectric layers as 300 nm,
the period of the metamaterial still remains subwavelength
(d  k). To be able to achieve better insight into how Tamm
SPs are localized in the metamaterial, jEx j profiles of these
modes for different periods of GMMs at different
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frequencies are also represented in Fig. 5. For ease of comparison, profiles of some appropriate SPs of a SLG are also
shown in black solid curves. In agreement with Fig. 4(b),
panels (a)–(d) of Fig. 5 clearly illustrate that for an airtruncated GMM, Tamm SPs are almost less localized than
the SPs of a SLG. It should be noticed that the oscillations in
the exponential decay in the mode profiles are because of the
superposition of the coupled SPs supported by each graphene
layer in the metamaterial. This superposing leads to the
appearance of highly confined Tamm SPs with
ImðKB Þ  ReðKB Þ. Since our goal is to obtain a miniaturized
GMM with the capability of supporting Tamm SPs with better guiding characteristics than SPs of a SLG, for the results
presented in Fig. 6 we have replaced air with a semi-infinite
material of es ¼ 10 (es > e), as the cladding medium. Figure
6(a) shows x  b0 dispersion of the GMM with d ¼ 10 nm
when the permittivity of the cladding semi-infinite material is
chosen as 1 (dashed curve, in agreement with Fig. 4) and 10
(solid curve). Notice that the band structure of the system
when Re(rg) ¼ 0 is also plotted in this figure to be able to
highlight the position of the Tamm SPs in the x  b0 diagram. From this figure, it can be seen that the Tamm modes
cannot be supported in b0 d  1 region and for this reason,
the approximate solutions of Eq. (9a) are not applicable in
this case (more investigations show that in the lossy case, in
the presence of the cap layer, the Tamm SPs are not supported in the long-wavelength region and hence Eq. (9b) is
not also applicable). Consequently, it can be concluded that
the GMM does not behave as a hyperbolic metamaterial, but
the frequency range in which Tamm SPs are supported starts
at 18 THz, which is lower than ex ¼ 0 frequency of the graphene hyperbolic metamaterial with d ¼ 10 nm. This point
holds for the other values of the period (d ¼ 50 nm and
100 nm). Moreover, in the case es ¼ 10, modes can be supported in a considerably wider range of frequencies compared
to those of an air-truncated GMM. As it is clearly shown in
panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 6, when d ¼ 10 nm: (i) the Tamm SPs
can be supported at 16.7 < f(THz) < 50. (ii) PL of the Tamm
SPs is considerably increased in comparison to those of a
SLG; e.g., at f ¼ 16.7 THz PL is almost 2 orders increased for
the corresponding Tamm SP. It is noteworthy that this structure is much more effective than using a 1D PC to increase PL
of graphene SPs.40 (iii) LL of these modes is either smaller or
equal to that of a SLG within the mentioned range of frequency (see blue curves in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 6). (iv) By

FIG. 4. Normalized propagation length
(panel (a)) and localization length
(panel (b)) of air-truncated GMMs
with different periods are illustrated in
these panels. The black-dashed curves
in these panels represent the propagations and localization characteristics of
a SLG.
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FIG. 5. jEx j profiles of four typical
Tamm surface plasmons supported by
air-truncated GMMs (es ¼ 1). Blackdashed vertical lines represent position
of the graphene layers in the metamaterial. Black-solid curves show the corresponding mode profiles of SPs of
SLG. Notice that in panel (b) mode
profiles of Tamm SP and SP of SLG
are exactly the same.

increasing the period of the metamaterial, it would be also possible to long-range Tamm SPs with a small LL be supported at
frequencies lower than 16.7 THz (see pink and red curves in
panels (b) and (c)). In support of the results presented in Fig.
6(c), Fig. 7 illustrates the jEx j profiles of the Tamm SPs of the
dielectric-truncated GMMs for different periods and frequencies. As it is seen from this figure, in this case, the decay
behavior of the Tamm SPs in the first period of the GMM

is much more pronounced than that of the SPs of a SLG
(black curves). Here, the Tamm SPs are supported in the
bandgap of the metamaterial with Im(KB)  Re(KB). Since
the propagation of the modes in the Nth dielectric layer of the
GMM can be described by eiðN1ÞKB d Hy ðz  ðN  1ÞdÞeibx
using Bloch theorem, Im(KB)  Re(KB) conditions for the
Tamm SPs enforce considerable decay of these modes in the
direction perpendicular to graphene layers. This considerable

FIG. 6. In panel (a), dashed and solid
curves show dispersion of Tamm SPs
of air-truncated (es < e) and dielectricGMMs
with
truncated
(es > e)
d ¼ 10 nm. For the ease of locating
these dispersions in the x  b0 diagram, the band structure of the lossless GMM is also represented in this
panel. Panels (b) and (c), respectively,
illustrate the normalized PL and LL of
the Tamm SPs supported by the GMM
for different periods. Black-dashed
curves in these panels represent dispersions of SPs of SLG.
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FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 5, in these panels, black-dashed vertical lines represent the position of the graphene layers
in the metamaterial. Black-solid curves
show mode profiles of corresponding
SPs of SLG. These panels illustrate
jEx j profiles of four typical Tamm SPs
supported by
dielectric-truncated
GMMs (es ¼ 10 > e) with different
periods. The noticeable difference
between these plots and those plotted
in Fig. 5 is the sharp decay of the
Tamm SPs in the first period of the
metamaterial. This leads to the higher
localization of the modes than that of
SPs of SLG, which is in agreement
with Fig. 6(c).

decay leads to the strong localization of Tamm SPs at the first
graphene layer separating the GMM from the truncating
medium. Therefore, as it can be seen from the mode profiles
illustrated in Fig. 7, for the Tamm SPs the electric field and as
a result the electromagnetic energy are mostly concentrated
at the first graphene layer instead of distributing within the
whole metamaterial. Therefore, using a semi-infinite material
with es > e as the cladding medium, we are able to considerably increase the propagation length of the Tamm SPs while
keeping their localization length as small as possible.
It is noteworthy that for IGI and GIG layered systems
where G and I stand for graphene and insulator, respectively,
1=jReðqÞj gives us a feasible vision of the energy confinement (or exponential decay length) of the supported SPs.
Here, at a typical SP frequency, 1=jReðqÞj is the length in
which the field decays to 1=e ﬃ 0:37 its maximum. For the
truncated graphene-insulator metamaterials (GMMs) considered in this manuscript, 1=jReðqÞj, which is obtained by the
direct-matching procedure, defines the exponential decay
length of the Tamm SPs into the first period of the metamaterial adjacent to the truncating medium. To make this point
clear, we compare the value of LL at f ¼ 20 THz for the blue
curve presented in Fig. 6(c) with the corresponding decay
length of the mode profile illustrated in the first period of
panel (a) of Fig. 7. According to Fig. 6(c), the LL of the
Tamm SPs supported by the dielectric-truncated GMM with
d ¼ 10 nm is 9.5 nm, and that of SPs of a single layer graphene bounded with the corresponding dielectric media is
11.5 nm. These numbers are in exact agreement with the corresponding spatial modal size presented in Fig. 7(a) when
the mode profiles reach 1/e their maximum. Another important point is that, as can be seen from Fig. 7, at z ¼ 1d, 2d,
3d,… the Tamm modes show larger field amplitudes than

those of a single layer of graphene, while the values of LL
illustrated in Fig. 6(c) for the Tamm SPs represent smaller
values as compared to those of a SLG. As explained above,
the reason for this difference is that 1=jReðqÞj defines the
exponential decay length of the Tamm SPs into the first
period of the metamaterial adjacent to the truncating medium
not into the whole medium. It should be noticed that our goal
in this paper is to design optimal structures to support Tamm
SPs with large PL and small LL, in comparison with those of
a single layer of graphene. Therefore, to this aim, the method
used in this paper for the investigation of the localization
length of the modes, which is based on obtaining the modal
confinement in the first period of the metamaterial, gives us
a fair practical estimate of the spatial modal size of the
Tamm surface plasmons. Moreover, a practical point should
be highlighted here is that, according to the mode profiles,
10 layers of graphene would be sufficient in order for a multilayer graphene system to act as a GMM with expected optical responses.
From a practical point of view, having a semi-infinite
material with es ¼ 10 as the cladding medium of the metamaterial may be unclear. Hence, our final aim in this paper is to
modify this geometry to a feasible design. Considering a
thick cap layer of width dc ¼ 5d and ec ¼ 10 in between the
GMM and air (es ¼ 1), the propagation and localization characteristics of the Tamm SPs are represented in Fig. 8. By
comparing panels (a) and (b) of the above figure with panels
(b) and (c) of Fig. 6, it is straightforward to conclude that by
using a thick cap layer of width dc ¼ 5d and ec ¼ 10 in the
graphene metamaterial and choosing an appropriate period,
referred to as optimal design, it would be possible for the
system to support long-range Tamm SPs within 5.5–50 THz
range of frequency.
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FIG. 8. Panels (a) and (b), respectively, represent the normalized propagation length and localization length of
Tamm SPs supported by cap-truncated
GMMs for different periods, d. The
thickness of the cap layer is taken as
dc ¼ 5d. Similar to the previous figures,
dashed-black curves show the dispersion of modes of SLG.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have theoretically examined the propagation and localization characteristics of low-loss Tamm
surface plasmons supported by multilayer graphenedielectric metamaterials. We have demonstrated that by taking the subwavelength thickness of the dielectric layers as
300 nm, Tamm SPs with moderate propagation and localization lengths, comparable with those of a single layer of graphene, are supported by an air-truncated graphene
metamaterial. On the other hand, if the miniaturized graphene structure with 10 nm < d < 100 nm is truncated by a
thick dielectric cap layer of ecap > edielectric, highly localized
long-range Tamm surface plasmons are supported by the system in a wide range of frequency extending from THz to
mid-IR. In fact, in this case, it is possible to increase the PL
of the highly confined modes up to two orders at some frequencies, as compared with a single layer of graphene.
These realistically optimal graphene-dielectric metamaterial
structures, which do not act as hyperbolic metamaterials
while supporting Tamm surface plasmons, are appropriate
for feasibly designing graphene metamaterials, which are
beneficial to guiding and sensing applications.
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